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Abstract 
Social networking services can be broadly defined as internet- or mobile-based social spaces designed to 
facilitate communication, collaboration, and content sharing across networks of contacts. Services of 
social networks attract clients and try to cover all their needs. Every internet user has a group of social 
accounts according to his/her needs for example in Facebook, Skype, Twitter or others. But the problem 
is how client can manage a group of accounts? Iterative checking of every account is done because the 
services are independent. We will introduce in this article a new approach to achieve social network 
aggregation that deals with client as one class has many attribute (accounts). Also we will give an 
example as an application (called LU) to combine all these services with less use of computer or phone 
CPU. A new account will be implemented on the middle server between the social services server and the 
client. This account consists of ontology that combines all traits of social services (profile, friends, etc) 
and we will introduce a social SOA (SSOA) that will manage the new social service. This way will 
decrease the use of computer or phone CPU because clients will not have independent updates for his 
social events and only one account will be used. Also server will send update about all accounts in just 
one message. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Social networks offer multimedia information consumption and sharing with millions of people around 
the world [Rahman, 1]. People use social networking services for countless activities. “... technology has 
not only mediated communication in countless ways, but ... the very ways we communicate—and even 
the ways we talk and think about communication—are changing as a result” [Social networking, 2]. 
  Social Networking Services (SNS) are changing the ways in which people use and engage with the 
internet and with each other. While SNSs have implemented a wide variety of technical features, their 
backbone consists of visible profiles that display an articulated list of friends who are also users of the 
system. Profiles are unique pages where one can "type oneself into being" [Sundén, 3]. 
  Today, website tends to use an organized way for saving information known by ontology. 
Ontology formally represents knowledge as a set of concepts within a domain, and the relationships 
between those concepts. It can be used to reason about the entities within that domain and may be used to 
describe the domain. A social network is a model, where social entities such as people and organizations, 
happenings such as events and finally locations are connected to each other by certain relationships at a 
certain time. Ontology based social network models help explicating relationships between these entities 
that may not be obvious at the first glance, thereby enabling so-called knowledge discovery [Oezden, 
4].The success of social networking services largely depends on the targeted users' adoption and usage 
behaviour [Jiang X., 5]. 
2. Background 
  Social networking websites have been around since the mid-90's, but in recent years, social networking 
has exploded across the web. The top social networking websites is divided into three categories: General 
purpose, special interest social networks with a specific theme, and international sites. 
  Statistics shows rapid increase of social network users. about some global social networks sites. For 
example: Facebook has 471 million users in the year 2010 and this number of user growth sharply 
[Morgan, 6]. Social networks give the same type of information customer needed, but these networks are 
independent the thing which make customer has many accounts of different services unable to control all 
of them. Also to check all accounts more time and CPU work is needed. So, the solution is to combine all 
the account of one customer in just one account. But not any combine because the existing traditional 
methods work as there is no combination, the same pressure on the middle server between client and 
social server. There are many different ways to aggregate social services using one application 
[Schroeder, 7] for example: Profilactic (it displays user’s personal life stream, which consists of your 
social networking activity and a group life stream from your friends. It support for Pownce, LinkedIn, 
Shelfari, and has the ability to add more than one account for the same site). And there are many other 
examples of aggregation of social networks. Indeed, the ways of combining are different but the same 
architecture methodology is applied because the server has the same work after combining. The 
complexity of jobs done between server and client must be decrease not just the change of interface to be 
more flexible to many accounts. If we apply the traditional ways of aggregation the computer or phone 
will need probably the same requirement of memory and CPU of that before aggregation. 
  The ways found above didn’t improve the performance, but the same amount of communication is done 
between server and client. This way of architecture of social network needs to be changed in order to 
cover easily the huge increase of social service consume. Our goal in this article is to propose a new 
methodology that will organize the social networks and keep on best software performance. 
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3. Social network aggregation 
  Social networking tools can make both, speed up communication and make conversations more 
persistent and long-lasting. According to the existing ways of unifying accounts to a one personal global 
account one could detect a functional problem. Clear to say that complexity of communication between 
the middle server and the client is the same. Suppose we have a client has three accounts to use 
simultaneously Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn. 
 
Figure 1: The previous communication approach 
Then every unit of time the browser of the client will send three requests to update the wanted accounts. 
Then the middle server will contact every social server (Facebook server, Twitter server and LinkedIn 
server) to collect information about the three independent requests and sends three answers. If we have 
combined three accounts according to the previous approaches, the same number of request is done and 
the same number of message is received from the middle server. Figure 1 shows the communication 
between browser of client and server. Indeed, we have a different idea to solve the problem. Why we 
don’t send only one request for all social service updates of specific user? Why we don’t collect all the 
social accounts of such client in one place? How we will get one answer of all social demands? Who will 
manage these social services? 
  As a traditional way, the middle server takes request from clients and search for answer from the 
specified social services and sends the results back to client. And this middle server actually uses a “push” 
method to be always updated for new information from social server side. Our approach is to make 
middle server contain the unified account for such client that has all his social accounts. And for this goal 
will use the idea of ontology merging that already used by most of the services. For example we can take 
copy of the ontology of the client’s account from one social server and combine to other ontology of other 
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account of the same client then put the result on the middle server. And now any update in any of the 
social servers will update the unified account on the middle server. But it is not end, because we need a 
manager to manage the connection between the client and the middle server according to the new 
structure. Because of huge amount of services found on the middle server may be send to the client when 
such social request, we will introduce SSOA (Social Service Oriented Architecture), where social services 
are published on the middle server and the client uses SSOA to choose them in his request. 
 
4. Ontology 
 Ontology merging defines the act of bringing together two conceptually divergent ontologies or the 
instance data associated to two ontologies. This is similar to work in database merging. This merging 
process can be performed semi automatically or automatically. But, our goal is to make a new ontology 
on the middle server that merges all the traits of the social networks not merge the networks a whole. 
Since social networks deal with the same type of information, new ontology cover these types will 
implemented on the middle server and every client has many social account will be instance of this 
ontology.    
 The middle server gets the topology of client accounts automatically from the first client request. Any 
edit of the account on the social server side will edit the ontology in the middle server because we attend 
to use an observer patter. Observer pattern also known as "publish and subscribe" design pattern, defines a 
one-to-many dependency between a subject (observable) and any number of observers. When the subject 
changes state, all of its observers are notified and updated automatically. In response, each observer will 
query the subject to synchronize its state with the subject's state. In Push model - The subjects send 
detailed information about the change to the observer whether it uses it or not. But in Pull model - The 
subject just notifies the observers when a change in his state appears and it's the responsibility of each 
observer to pull the required data from the subject. 
 
Figure 2: Build ontology 
In our case, middle server will play the two roles subject and observer. Middle server will work as 
observer in order to complete the first build and combine its topology. And in this case the every chosen 
social server will play the role of subject to feed the middle by the first collection of data. But when the 
middle server completes building the required ontology inverse of role will be done. Because the middle 
server is the nearest to the client and now it is a subject that will feed all the wanted social servers. To 
communicate with the client, middle server will deal with two cases of model (push & pull) according to 
the model used by the client machine. For push, middle server will send the social message (detail about 
this type of message found on the message part below) automatically to the client if there is an update on 
its social ontology. But for Pull case, server will depends on the request of the client. User data is 
composed of three types of information: Identity, Social-graph data, Identity authentication, 
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Authorization, Streams & Applications [Ko et al, 8].  Since the types of services supplied by the social 
networks are the same, these services can be combined to ontology. And suppose there is a service only 
supplied by on specific social network, the update for this service will be taken only from this network. 
Now a unique ontology can be implemented [see figure .2] on the middle server side covers all request 
from clients and send updates for social servers. 
 
5. Social SOA 
 
  Web service is a self-contained software component that performs specific functions and publishes 
information about its capabilities to other components over a network [SCAMBRAY et al., 8]. SOA 
(Service Oriented Architecture) is an architecture in which the orientation of web services is its main rule. 
In an SOA environment independent services can be accessed without knowledge of their underlying 
platform implementation. SOAs build applications out of software services.  
 
Figure 3: SOA structure 
  An SOA consist of four abstraction elements [see figure.3]: application frontend, service, service 
repository, service bus. Application frontend is the user interface through which the owner of the business 
process interacts with the system. Business applications of frontends are provided by Services, and these 
services contain an implementation full of a business logic and data; a contract defining the functionality 
and constraints for users; and an interface that exposes the functionality. While contracts of the individual 
services are stored in the service repositories, the last acts as a meta-base for the services. The 
interconnections between the services to the application frontends is served by service bus. After 
completion of the ontology idea above, we will introduce now the architecture idea that will help to 
improve our solution. To cover what information the client needs and what service middle server has, it’s 
good to have a special way to manage our social service. We propose SSOA (Social Service-oriented 
architecture) to this role. SSOA works as SOA but only for social services. SOA (Service-oriented 
architecture) is a collection of services. These services communicate with each other. The communication 
can involve either simple data passing or it could involve two or more services coordinating some 
activity. Some means of connecting services to each other is needed. 
  Service-oriented architectures are not a new thing. The first service-oriented architecture for many 
people in the past was with the use DCOM or Object Request Brokers (ORBs) based on the CORBA 
specification. Web services are based on a set of Internet standards, including the Web Services 
Definition Language (WSDL), an XML format for describing the connection points exported by a 
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service; the Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) specification, a set of XML 
protocols and an infrastructure for the description and discovery of web services; and the Simple Object 
Access Protocol (SOAP), an XML based protocol for messaging and RPC-style communication between 
web services [SCAMBRAY et al., 9]. SSOA building block is similar to SOA can play one or both of two 
roles: Service provider (The service provider creates a web service and possibly publishes its interface 
and access information to the service registry) or Service requester (The service consumer or web 
service client locates entries in the broker registry using various find operations and then binds to the 
service provider in order to invoke one of its web services). So SSOA will be a special SOA for social 
services. And since we have only one type of service, which is the combined social type, SSOA will work 
as a provider for one service. Any update to the ontology in the middle server makes SSOA put a flag 
about this new service and when client locates the entry in the broker registry a binding to new update 
message will done.  
 
Figure 4: SSOA and social service updates 
  
  For our goal SSOA [see figure.4] that contains the social services should be published by the middle 
server with its metadata. According to the meta-data services will be showed in the registry part for 
clients. After registration of client in the unified account of social services, any update of social services 
will be send to the client side when request is done. 
 
6. One message 
The first advantage of our approach is that all updates of social accounts will be send over one message. 
In the previous approaches middle server need to send social services randomly between the other 
services, also when the client opens more than one account the middle server should respond to each 
account by specific message. But the usual request from the client uses “Pull” strategy is the update 
request every few second. This means more work for server when open more than one account in spite of 
the request of all update is from one application opens all social accounts. On the other side client’s 
computer will work more to cover more update packets.  
  For the server, our solution [see figure.4] decreases the server work because there is one unique request 
to all social updates every few seconds. And also for the client computer or phone they will deal with one 
social update message. 
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Figure 5: compare approaches for updating messages 
7. Implementation 
 
  Our goal is to facilitate the work for the user and to decrease the degree of pollution result from huge 
client / server communications. As one social message will be send by the client and one message will be 
received contains information about all his account, the job of an application managing this 
communication is easy. Our proposed application will be of small size and high performance in which can 
be applied to small memory & CPU machines. When the client add his wanted account (Facebook, 
twitter, etc), UL (the program’s name) will work on sending an update requests, each composed of one 
message, to the middle server and then study the reply message. When it detects new information for 
specified account (for example: new chat message for msn), it will show it for the user. UL uses java for 
its implementation and socket model for communication with the server. UL is a simple program of small 
size. It collaborates with the middle server to satisfy its requests. On the creation of new account UL will 
ask about user account and user password and encrypt them then save them to a secure database. But user 
must have user and password to use for login to UL before any action to avoid problem of UL used by 
many users at different times. UL supports Certificate Authority (CA) root certificates issued by various 
companies. When communicating over SSL, the root certificate on the middle server must match a trusted 
root certificate on the computer or phone in order for the synchronization to take place. 
 
8. Conclusion 
 
  Since the social networks control our daily work and high random communication is done between 
servers and clients, we gave a new approach that deals with every client as one root has many nodes. 
These nodes (his/her social network accounts) will be form a complete map about the client. Any 
change to any of these accounts will be grouped and send to the client when request. The update messages 
of all social accounts that overwhelm the connection between server and client will be treated as one 
message. Comparing to the traditional way, opening many connections with the middle server according 
to the number of account is opened; our way will open just one connection with the middle server for all 
the social accounts. That’s it; the permanent update request of client machine will decrease and thus CPU 
will work less. And if you see how big the number of users of social networks is, you can discover how 
much we decrease the degree of pollution comes from the communication between client and server for 
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social purpose. As a future work, will try to organize all what clients use in the internet not only the social 
accounts in order to have a complete ontology about every client. 
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